
A celebrity glares. A comMunity burns. A child’s heart 
breaks. A recipe sumMons a ghost. A dying woman makes 
her peace. An art form sustains the spirit. In You Don’t 
Say, a decade of powerful short works  are unified in an 
overarching theme: how do people reconcile themselves 
with the world? 

doesn’t recognize the racist response she gets to her costume until she is 
forced to take it off.

Conjurers
Sometimes it seems that the act of re-creating a recipe of the deceased 
is a magic of sorts. In Conjurers, a woman transcends the limitations of 
existence in cooking her great-grandmother’s fried chicken recipe. As she 
summons the ghost of her loved one, she considers the news she is about 
to share with her love, that she is pregnant with his child.

ORD → IND
An old woman sits on a flight to Indianapolis, the last leg of her journey 
home from Beijing. She talks of her life’s adventures--Mexico, Hawaii, the 
Yukon Territory. She laments never having made it to the Mayan ruins, but 
it’s too late now, she has reached the end of her quest.

Havens Have Not
Nate, once a young bullied boy, now reflects on what made him different 
and also kept him alive through tough times: comic books, punk music, 
and seeing himself in the world. VVV

Acelebrity glares. A community burns. A child’s heart breaks. A 
recipe summons a ghost. A dying woman makes her peace. An art 
form sustains the spirit. In You Don’t Say, award-winning graphic 

novelist Nate Powell — of the New York Times Bestseller March, and the 
Eisner Award-Winning “Graphic Novel of the Year” Swallow Me Whole — 
collects a decade of powerful short works. Autobiography, fiction, essay 
comics, collaborations, and more fill these thoughtful, pitch-black pages, 
comprising rare and previously unreleased material.

The Phantom Form
It’s Nate’s last day at his job aiding adults with developmental disabilities. 
But even as he makes the choice to leave, he worries that he will be 
forgotten and he doesn’t want to fade out of the memories and the lives of 
the people who have changed him forever. 

The Uncomfortable Gaze of Carlos Santana
A woman goes with her father to see a Carlos Santana concert. When 
everyone else gets to their feet to dance and sing along, her father refuses 
to join them -- and Santana himself notices, casting a wounded gaze.

Like Hell I Will
In Tulsa, Oklahoma, at the turn of the 19th century, a prosperous black 
community is massacred over an allegation that a black man raped a 
white woman. Certain members of the community refuse to bow to the 
hatred of their neighbors and the National Guard in the name of justice, 
equality, and human rights.

Cakewalk
Sara dresses as Aunt Jemima for Halloween at school, complete with 
charcoal used to make her skin black. Proud of her own creativity, she 
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